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This book is a collection of papers presented at the National Research and Development Conference of the Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Technologists, held on 26 & 27 September, at the Interaction Conference Centre, University of Natal, Durban. The Conference was organised by the Department of Computer Science and Information Systems of The University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg.

The papers contained herein range from serious technical research to work-in-progress reports of current research to industry and commercial practice and experience. It has been a difficult task maintaining an adequate and representative spread of interests and a high standard of scholarship at the same time. Nevertheless, the conference boasts a wide range of high quality papers. The program committee decided not only to accept papers that are publishable in their present form, but also papers which reflect this potential in order to encourage young researchers and to involve practitioners from commerce and industry.
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Abstract

Mathematica has proven itself to be a suitable platform on which to develop prototype Genetic Programming applications. However, due to the sheer complexity of genetic programming calculations, non-trivial problems cannot be solved on a single Mathematica workstation. A distributed algorithm is suggested to eliminate such restrictions on the problem domain. A client-server network is utilised to model a system of multiple populations under simultaneous evolution. Regular migration of members, through the medium of the server, results in suitable genetic material being filtered through to other populations. This multi-population model is contrasted with the single-population standard approach in terms of its performance and utility value.

Introduction

Genetic Programming is a generalisation of the standard genetic algorithm. It falls under the broad category of Evolutionary Programming, including both crossover and mutation in its genetic operations set.

Mathematica is proposed as an alternative language of implementation for prototyping Genetic Programming (GP) algorithms. Historically, a large number of GP implementations are done in LISP, with a fewer number in other 3GL languages for greater speed and better data management. Mathematica is an ideal option because of the manner in which data and code can be freely interchanged; this being the case in LISP as well. Since it is essentially a mathematical modelling language, it performs well in problem domains that are mathematically orientated. Such an implementation can also be optimised to take advantage of the specific features of Mathematica, especially its multi-paradigm approach to programming, encompassing all of procedural, declarative and functional techniques.

Evaluation of Implementation

Any implementation of a GP, but especially one in Mathematica, is likely to encounter the problem of excessive execution times. For a non-trivial problem, the parameters cannot be biased towards a known solution, making the lengthy calculations unavoidable.

A time-analysis of a typical execution of the algorithm indicates that the time taken to perform the genetic operations is generally proportionate to the size of the population. However, the time taken to evaluate fitnesses increases as the complexity of the expressions increases. Since the fitness calculations take up a large portion of the time, it may help if these were done in parallel on multiple processors.

Another important factor to be considered is the level of variety in the population. Initially, the size of population is chosen so that sufficient variety is seeded into the first generation. However, as crossover proceeds, many characteristics are lost to subsequent generations. Mutation is introduced to recover these lost attributes. However, mutation is not an ideal solution since it seeks to restore lost genetic material, rather than protect existing potential solutions. Running a GP several times can produce highly contrasting results since the genes considered are different in each run. Thus, repeating a GP run several times is one possible way of ensuring that the final solution found is as near as possible to
the optimal solution. Another option would be to split a large population into sub-populations and execute the GP on these.

Many problem domains have only highly complex solutions. In order to generate such solutions using a GP, a large amount of memory is required. A typical problem to generate a parser for a high-level language requires that the function set spanning a complete language be used as an input parameter. To adequately cater for this variety, the population of solutions needs to be very large. Such problems demand either stringent hardware configurations or innovative approaches to memory management. One innovation would be to split up the population and process each segment separately in sequence, or in parallel if multiple processors are available.

It is clear from the above discussion that many problems and shortcomings of the standard GP can be overcome by using multiple populations evaluated in parallel on multiple processors.

**Parallel Processing Model**

Many models exist to transform the standard genetic programming algorithm into a parallel one. Some models consider the population to be singular and break up the work to be done at the lower level of the individual operations or calculations. This is obviously more suited where a parallel or distributed operating system is available. In other cases, the population needs to be split up into sub-populations to facilitate parallelism, as was done for this study.

The most important consideration after dividing the population is whether to utilise discrete or continuous population evaluations. Continuous evaluations provide a better model of reality but incur the added expense of greater inter-population communication. Discrete evaluations are an attempt to cut down on inter-population communication.

Where a single population was evaluated for the standard GP, multiple populations will have to be evaluated for the parallel algorithm. These populations each evolve through one generation in a single cycle of the algorithm. Thereafter, a global solution can be sought, and a new cycle may begin. Just searching for global solutions among the various sub-populations would reduce the problem to a multiple-run equivalent. Instead a mechanism to bind the sub-populations together must be introduced. This would imply members of one sub-population interacting with members of another sub-population through either reproduction or crossover. This solution has the disadvantage that genetic operations have to be performed on multiple sub-populations simultaneously, thereby reducing the ability to process the populations in parallel.

Migration of members is an attempt to achieve both these goals without the need for distinct operations on the data. Analogous to migration of people, members of a population may migrate from one population to another. This migration is fitness-proportionate to ensure that the important genetic material of a sub-population has a higher probability to migrate. Since migration does not involve any genetic operations, it can be done in between the discrete evolution of populations.

Migration introduces the added problem of selecting criteria for the movement of members. If all members were allowed to migrate to any sub-population, the problem of losing genetic material would not be solved, as sub-populations with very fit individuals would very soon influence all other sub-populations. In order to preserve the genetic material of any sub-population, migration must be restricted to a subset of the set of sub-populations.

To restrict migration, it is useful to map the set of sub-populations onto a mathematical surface, introducing a specific spatial distribution into the algorithm's parameters. If all the sub-populations were arranged in a straight line, each sub-population would only allow migration with its immediate neighbours on either side. Restrictions could also be set to dictate the probability with which migration will occur between further sub-populations. In this study, migrations were limited to immediate neighbours to reduce the inter-population communication during a migration operation.

If the surface used was a circle, migration would also be possible between the first and last sub-populations, which would result in all sub-populations having similar behaviour. Such linear arrangements will result in clusters of sub-populations with common sub-expressions occurring at various points along the surface.

Generalisations of this technique may involve adding more dimensions to the surface. The experiments in this study used a two-dimensional surface (Figure 1). Sub-populations were distributed to a square grid on the surface, with those at the ends and corners wrapping around to the opposite end. Thus, each sub-population can effectively allow migration between itself and eight other sub-populations. This would give rise to regions with common characteristics in the plane of the surface.

This entire sub-population system is analogous to reality as it depicts the manner in which people live in separate communities and then move among these communities.
Distributed Implementation

The parallel GP algorithm, as outlined above, was implemented in Mathematica for MS-DOS using a Windows for WorkGroups Network Operating System (NOS). Mathematica was retained as the language of choice since it allowed painless modelling of new problems. The NOS chosen was used simply because of availability and not because of any assumed superiority.

Instead of using programs that communicate directly over the network, precedence was given to code that communicated using primitive file-based data exchanges. Since all communication was through the opening, closing and deleting of files, the system would be independent of any particular NOS.

A common dilemma when splitting up the population, is whether the population data should reside on a single computer or on multiple computers. If the population data resides on a single computer, there will be extra communication along the network. If the population data resides on multiple machines, those machines will dictate the number of sub-populations and those machines will have to be present for the full duration of the calculations to prevent drastic scenario changes. The single machine option was chosen to keep the number of processors flexible throughout the lifespan of the calculations. All processors would mount the shared directory on the "server" in order to use the common population store.

Many initial attempts at parallelizing a single-computer GP were abandoned due to problems with the particular platform chosen. These techniques may nonetheless be used in future implementations.

The first algorithm used file sharing and locking to ensure that two processors did not attempt to process the same population. Initially, a set of dummy "flag" files were created, one corresponding to each population. Processors would then lock a flag file, process the relevant population and delete the flag file. The file locking would pre-empt the possibility of any other processor corrupting or duplicating the calculation. After all the flag files were deleted, one of the processors would perform migration, using a migration flag, and then generate a set of new flag files. Each processor selected the population it would process by searching through the flag files for one that wasn't locked; the process was dynamic and depended solely on the processors. This method did not work because the OS locking mechanism failed when heavily loaded.

As an alternative, deleting files and searching for files was used instead of file locking. This also failed since the indivisibility of such operations was not guaranteed.

Eventually, it was decided that the processors could not themselves decide which populations to process. A static scheduler was introduced to submit jobs to the individual processors. This scheduler would then take over the role of creating the flag files in pre-specified directories. The individual processors would search their specific directories for flags. When one was found they would process the relevant population and then delete the flag file. The scheduler would constantly check for such deletions and immediately schedule another job to that processor. After all the population evolution is done, the scheduler submits a "Migrate" job to one of the processors and thereafter begins the cycle over again.
Analysis of Implementation

A series of tests was run on the parallel Mathematica implementation to determine its effectiveness compared to the standard single-population approach. All tests were run on a network of 486-DX33 computers with one acting as the server and the other being clients. The server contained the population data and ran the scheduler while the clients ran the various Mathematica population processing programs. The parameters (Table 1) for all calculations was identical except for a variance in the number of clients used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crossover Probability</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Probability</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Of Sub-populations</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Population Size</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Solution Fitness</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Initial Size</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Size</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Complexity</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Probability</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Percentage</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Std. Deviation</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Total Population Size" refers to the sum of the sizes of the sub-populations. "Maximum Initial Size" is the maximum depth that an expression can take on at generation 0. "Maximum Size" is the maximum depth that an expression can reach as a result of genetic operations. "Maximum Complexity" is the maximum number of nodes that an expression may contain. "Migration Probability" is the probability with which migration occurs after between two sub-populations. "Migration Percentage" is the average number of individuals that are exchanged during a migration operation. "Migration Std. Deviation" controls the amount by which the Migration Percentage may vary.

The problem was a simple symbolic regression one, where a curve of unspecified form was to be fitted through a set of 10 sample points. The equation used to generate the sample data was:

\[ f(x) = x^4 + x^3 + x^2 + x \]

The function set used was \{+(3), +(2), *(3), *(2), -(1), /2\} with the associated arity in brackets, to speed up convergence. Using only functions with arity 2 in prior experiments, the algorithm was shown to converge but at a much slower rate. The terminal set contained only the unknown variable. Every run of the algorithm produced a perfect solution. The rather large population size, relative to this problem, was chosen so that the efficiency of the algorithm could be measured instead of the ability to find a solution; previous experiments on a single population had confirmed that GP could resolve this problem for smaller populations.

The time taken was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 : Benchmark times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each experiment was repeated five times and a mean of these was calculated. The second column refers to the average time taken for the algorithm to reach the perfect solution. The third column is the average time taken to produce a new generation by evolution, followed by the minimum and maximum times to produce a new generation.

The experiment was also repeated using a single population to check the net effect of using the parallel approach.
It is apparent that the time taken to generate a new full population decreases as the number of clients increases. However, this increase is not proportional to the increase rate of the number of clients. This is due to the fact that the system is affected by many other factors than the number of clients.

As the number of clients increase, so does the load on the server and the amount of network communication. Thus, more clients do not necessarily increase the efficiency of the network. Migration was done on a single computer. Thus the entire system would come to a halt while the migration operation was being carried out. The rationale behind this was that migration would take far less time than evaluation of fitnesses so the latter had greater priority to be distributed. However, when a large number of clients were used, the time taken to generate new populations became less than that to migrate. Thus, migration affected the algorithm more as the number of processors was increased.

Since Mathematica eventually ran out of memory when doing long sequences of calculations, it was restarted before each population evolution cycle, adding to the overhead of the algorithm. When compared to the single-population model, all versions of the multi-population still take longer to find the solution. However, these are all attributable to the specifics of the implementation. As a result of parallelism, the algorithm can now be applied to problems of arbitrary size and complexity, without fear of overrunning the resources of the computer. Also, one iteration of the algorithm would now find solutions that previously required multiple runs to maintain variety of genetic material.

Conclusion

Genetic Programming is a powerful technique to solve problems with no explicit solution methodology. Two of its shortcomings are execution time and loss of genetic material, which can be addressed by using a parallel algorithm. Parallel algorithms, although incurring the overheads of inter-process communications, allow large problems to be solved irrespective of the size and complexity of the solution or the computational power of the machines.

The particular implementation on Mathematica can be improved by parallelizing the migration operation. In addition, the server/network can be changed to enable faster communication. With just these two improvements, the parallel algorithm will definitely surpass the standard approach in even the category of evaluation time.
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